Ageing of the immune system, a BRepertoire® perspective.
Immune repertoire developmental processes are a balance between increasing diversity for
maximising shape space and avoiding those shapes that result in autoreactivity. The human
immunoglobulin repertoire is a hugely diverse set of sequences that are formed by processes
of gene rearrangement, heavy and light chain gene assortment, class switching and somatic
hypermutation. Early B cell development produces diverse IgM and IgD B cell receptors on
the B cell surface, resulting in a repertoire that can bind many foreign antigens, but which has
had self-reactive B cells removed. Later antigen-dependent development processes adjust
the antigen affinity of the receptor by somatic hypermutation. The effector mechanism of the
antibody is also adjusted, by switching the class of the antibody from IgM to one of seven
other classes depending on the required function. There are many places in B
cell/immunoglobulin development where positive and negative selection forces can act to
shape the immunoglobulin repertoire. In studying normal repertoires in people of different
ages we have indications that immune senescence is characterised by a loss of selection,
thereby altering the balance between exogenous antigen–specific versus potentially
autoantigen-specific sequences. Our studies have also highlighted several questions about
the immune system.
Questions
1. How can we use studies of repertoire identify an immunoglobulin that is of importance in
vaccine/infection/anti-tumour/autoreactive response.
2. How promiscuous are antibodies and how does this affect the balance between
positive/negative selection events?
3. What are the functions of the different classes of antibody in a response and how do they
interact with each other in the system?
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